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Abstract 10 

Nowadays, some coffee production centers are still classification manually, so it requires a very 11 

long time, a lot of labor, and expensive operational costs. Therefore, the purpose of this research 12 

was to design and performance of the coffee bean classifier that can accelerate the process of 13 

classification beans. The classifier used consists of three main parts, namely the frame, driving 14 

force, and sieves. Research parameters include classifier work capacity, power, specific energy, 15 

classification distribution and effectiveness, and efficiency. The results showed that the best 16 

operating conditions of the coffee bean classifier was found at a rotational speed of 91.07 rpm and 17 

a 16° sieves angle with a classifier working capacity of 38.27 kg/h, the distribution of the seeds 18 

retained in the first sieve was 56.77 %, the second sieves was 28.12%, and the third sieves was 19 

15.11%. The efficiency of using a classifier was found at a rotating speed of 91.07 rpm and a sieves 20 

angle of 16°. This classifier was simple in design, easy to operate, and can sort coffee beans into 21 

three classification, namely small, medium, and large. 22 

 23 
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 25 

1. Introduction 26 

Coffee is a beverage that has a distinctive taste and aroma, so it is in demand by many people 27 

throughout the world [1] [2]. Coffee contains many bioactive compounds such as caffeine, 28 

chromogenic acid, and diterpenoid alcohol, which are beneficial to health [3] [4] [5]. Also, coffee 29 

contains macronutrients such as carbohydrates, proteins, fats, and micronutrients such as 30 

trigonelline and chromogenic acid as a source of natural antioxidants [6] [7] [8]. 31 

Many factors determine the quality and price of coffee [9] [10], one of which is the uniform 32 

size of the diameter of the beans [11] [12]. Uniformity of size not only makes the product more 33 

attractive to consumers but also can improve the quality of subsequent processing [13] [14]. The 34 

smallest seed size tends to burn excessively when roasting, while the largest tends to be 35 

undercooked which can affect the taste and aroma [15]. Therefore, before marketing the coffee 36 

beans must be graded to determine the classification based on the size of the diameter of the seeds 37 

and separate the broken, moldy, or germinated seeds [16] [17]. 38 

In general farmers, collectors, and retailers market coffee beans without classification 39 

because their time is limited to classification [18] [19]. According to Vogt [20], the process of 40 

classification coffee beans in several coffee production centers is still done manually, so it requires 41 

a very long time, a lot of labor, and expensive operational costs. The use of human labor for 42 

classification also has drawbacks, such as judgments that are subjective and inconsistent with the 43 

object being assessed [21] [22]. Coffee beans with a high degree of diameter difference require a 44 

long classification process [23] [24]. Adhikari et al. [25] also explained that coffee bean classifiers 45 
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on the market were generally only used as the initial classification process, so that continued 46 

manual classification was still needed as the final stage of the classification process. 47 

The coffee bean classifier, which has been widely circulating in the market today, is a type 48 

of sifter [26] [27]. This classifier is equipped with a blower to blow air. Classification containers 49 

are round, rectangular, or triangular [28]. The mechanism of movement of the classifier can be 50 

divided into three types, namely stationary, rotating, and vibrating [29]. A stationary type classifier 51 

is generally used to separate seeds with a diameter of 1.27-10.16 cm. The rotating type classifier 52 

has several sieves with different hole diameters. The vibrating type-classifier is mechanically 53 

driven from electrical energy to the frame, then proceeds to the sieves section [30] [31]. 54 

The effectiveness of a good working classifier is to produce a coffee bean size distribution 55 

that is close to the distribution obtained manually [32]. According to Chanpaka et al. [33], the 56 

effectiveness of classifiers tends to be lower at high capacities, so it is necessary to choose the 57 

rotation speed of the driving force and sifting angle to produce high work capacity and uniform 58 

quality of results. 59 

Several researchers have previously implemented a coffee bean classifier using the principle 60 

of vibration to classify coffee beans [34] [35]. However, these classifiers are generally not 61 

ergonomic because the design does not fit the dimensions of the worker's body size. Therefore, it 62 

is necessary to research the design and performance testing of the coffee bean classifier. The 63 

purpose of this research is to develop designs and test the performance of coffee bean classifier 64 

that can accelerate the process of classification beans. The results of this study are expected to be 65 

used as information and operational guidelines for coffee processing to obtain optimal quality 66 

coffee classification. 67 

 68 
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2. Material and method 69 

2.1. Material and Tools 70 

The material used was dried Robusta coffee beans obtained from farmers in Tanjung, North 71 

Lombok Regency, West Nusa Tenggara Province. These skinless coffee beans have a moisture 72 

content between 12-15% and a diameter ranging from 4-8 mm. The equipment used was a modified 73 

flat-type coffee bean classifier (Figure 1), tachometer, and analytical scales. 74 

 75 

Figure 1. Design layout (A) and (B) beans coffee classifier. 76 

Annotation: 77 

1. Feed hopper 78 

2. Frame  79 

3. Output hopper 80 

4. Classification chamber 81 

5. Output  82 
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6. Electric motor drive 83 

7. Pulley 84 

8. V-belt 85 

This classifier has three main parts, namely the frame, driving force, and sieves (Figure 1). 86 

The engine frame is made of angle iron with a size of 0.4 x 0.4 mm with a thickness of 0.04 mm. 87 

The frame has a height of 1300 mm, a length of 700 mm, a width of 290 mm, and a width of 700 88 

mm below. Sieve units are rectangular with length, width, and thickness of each unit each were 89 

440, 290, and 30 mm. The sieve wall is made of 30 mm thick wood, and each corner is connected 90 

with a 30 mm aluminum plate. The first, second, and third sieve each has a diameter of 7.5, 6.5, 91 

and 5.5 mm. 92 

The driving force to vibrate the sieves component is a 1 HP electric motor. The power 93 

transmission system from the driving force to the classification engine shaft uses a pulley and V-94 

belt system. The power transmission system from the pulley to the sieve shaft becomes vibration 95 

using a direct power transmission system. 96 

 97 

2.2. Research Procedure 98 

The study was conducted with two types of treatment variations, namely the rotational speed 99 

of the driving force and the sieves angle. The rotational speed of the driving force consists of 3 100 

levels, namely 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm. Variations in the rotational speed of this driving power 101 

are generated by regulating the input power of the electric motor using a regulator. Meanwhile, the 102 

slope of the sieves angle consists of three levels, namely 10, 13, and 16°. The variation of the tilt 103 

angle was obtained by adjusting the position of the two ends of the sieve. Each treatment was 104 

repeated three times. For control, manually classification coffee beans. 105 
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 106 

2.3. Research Parameters 107 

The parameters measured include classifier work capacity, power, specific energy, 108 

classification distribution, classification effectiveness, and classifier efficiency. There are two 109 

types of engine working capacity, namely theoretical and actual. The theoretical capacity was 110 

calculated by the equation: 111 

𝑀𝑐𝑇 = 60 𝑉 𝜌 𝑛 (1) 112 

where, McT = classifier capacity of theories (kg/h), V = volume classification (m3), ρ = beans 113 

densities (kg/m3), n = rotational speed of the driving force (rpm). 114 

The actual capacity was calculated by the equation: 115 

𝑀𝑐𝐴 =
𝑊𝑠

𝑡
 (2) 116 

where, McA = classifier capacity of actual (kg/h), Ws = weight seeds (kg), and t = time (h). 117 

Power was calculated by the equation: 118 

𝑃 =
2𝜋𝜔𝑛

60
 (3) 119 

where, P = Power (W), 𝜔 = torque moment (Nm), n = rotational speed of the driving force (rpm). 120 

Classification specific energy consumption was calculated by the equation: 121 

GSEC =
𝑃

𝑀𝑐𝐴
 (4) 122 

GSEC = Classification specific energy consumption (kJ/kg), P = Power (W), McA = classifier 123 

capacity of actual (kg/h) 124 

The distribution of classification results was calculated by the equation: 125 

𝐷𝑖𝑠 =
𝐺𝑠

𝑀𝑡
× 100% (5) 126 
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where, Dis = classification distribution (%), Gs = classification siever (kg), Mt = total material 127 

(kg).  128 

The effectiveness of classification was calculated by the equation: 129 

𝐸𝑓𝑓 =  
𝑀𝑐𝑔

𝑀𝑛𝑔
  (6) 130 

where, Eff = effectiveness (%), Mcg = classifier classification (kg), manual classification (kg). 131 

The efficiency of the classifier was calculated by comparing theoretical capacity with actual 132 

capacity or with the equation: 133 

𝜂 =
𝑀𝑐𝑇

𝑀𝑐𝐴
  (7) 134 

where, 𝜂 = classifier efficiency (%), McT = classifier capacity of theories (kg/h), McA = classifier 135 

capacity of actual (kg/h). 136 

 137 

2.4. Data Analysis  138 

The data were analyzed using regression equations to determine the relationship between the 139 

rotational speed of the driving force and the angle of sieves as independent variables on the 140 

working capacity of the classifier, power, specific energy, distribution of classification results, 141 

classification effectiveness, and classification efficiency as the dependent variable. The closeness 142 

of the relationship was indicated by the coefficient of determination (R2). The higher the R2 value 143 

means that there is a close relationship between the independent and dependent variables [36]. 144 

 145 

3. Result and discussion 146 

3.1. Classifier Working Capacity 147 

The results showed that coffee beans that fell from the hopper to the filter will be separated 148 

based on the diameter of the beans. The results of the actual capacity test showed that at a sifting 149 
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angle of 10° obtained the classifier working capacity at a rotary speed of 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 150 

rpm each was 35.51, 26.62, and 22.55 kg/h (Figure 2). For a sifting angle of 13°, the classifier 151 

working capacity at the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07; 65.88; and 31.41 rpm was 152 

37.22, 28.21, and 23.45 kg/h, respectively. As for the sifting angle of 16°, the classifier working 153 

capacity at the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm was 38.27, 154 

29.86, and 25.87 kg/h, respectively. 155 

 156 

Figure 2. Relationship between the sifting angle and the rotational speed of the driving force on 157 

the classifier working capacity. 158 

 159 

The linear regression equation of the relationship between the rotational speed of the driving 160 

force and the sifting angle of the classifier working capacity was shown in Table 1. The equation 161 

applies to the driving force rotation range between 31.41 to 91.07 rpm. Based on the consideration 162 

of the comfort level of the engine, then the maximum driving force rotation that can be used was 163 

91.07 rpm. 164 
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 165 

Table 1. The linear regression equation of the relationship between the rotational speed of the 166 

driving force and the sieves angle of the classifier working capacity. 167 

No. 
Sieves 
angle 

Linear regression 
equation 

The correlation 
coefficient (R²) 

1 10° y = 6.6235x + 14.693 0.9432 

2 13° y = 6.8885x + 15.783 0.9721 

3 16° y = 6.1985x + 18.939 0.9593 

Notes: y = classifier capacity (kg/h) and x = the rotation speed of the driving force (rpm) 168 

 169 

The classifier working capacity was largely determined by the rotational speed of the driving 170 

force and the sieves angle. The greater the rotational speed of the driving force and the sieves 171 

angle, the higher the classifier working capacity (Figure 2). Conversely, the smaller the rotational 172 

speed of the driving force and the sieves angle, the lower the classifier working capacity. This is 173 

thought to be due to the influence of the coffee bean slip style. A high slip force causes the seeds 174 

to slide down faster, so the chance to get into the sieves hole is also faster. This data is in line with 175 

the results of the study of Mofolasayo et al. [37] which reported that engine capacity is determined 176 

by the rotational speed of the driving force and the sieves angle. However, according to [38] that 177 

the use of sifting angles and the higher rotational speed of the driving force does not mean that the 178 

classifier provides work capacity with the best quality of the final product, but depends on the 179 

initial uniformity of the coffee beans to be graded. 180 

 181 

3.2. Power 182 
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Power measurements are taken when there is a load using a clamp meter. The actual power 183 

at the rotational speed of the driving force 31.41 rpm was an average of 15 Watt, while the 184 

rotational speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 91.07 rpm are 17 and 20 Watt, respectively. This 185 

data shows that the higher the rotational speed of the driving force, the greater the classifier power. 186 

The same data has been reported by [39] that engine power at a rotational speed of 400 rpm has an 187 

average value of 87.5 Watts, while at a speed of 800 rpm the required power was 133.4 Watt. 188 

Linear regression analysis obtained the equation of the relationship between the rotational 189 

speed of the driving force with power (y): 190 

y = 6.48x + 15.267 (8) 191 

R² = 0.9559 192 

The equation 8 only can be applied to the rotational speed of the driving force between 31.41-193 

91.07 rpm. It showed that the higher the rotational speed of the driving force, the greater the power 194 

needed. A large classifier working capacity requires a high rotational speed of the driving force as 195 

well. The use of electrical energy can be greater with the higher rotational speed of the driving 196 

force. To follow the requirements of the International Energy Agency by using less energy input 197 

but getting the same quality [40], it is necessary to redesign this classifier. 198 

 199 

3.3. Specific Energy Consumption 200 

Specific energy consumption (SEC) was the energy needed to do coffee bean classification 201 

which can be calculated by dividing the power needed for the classification process by the actual 202 

capacity of the classifier. Based on the calculation results obtained specific energy classification 203 

of 135 kJ/kg. The SEC shows the level of efficiency and effectiveness of classification energy use 204 
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based on inputs and outputs and its value is used to estimate energy consumption during the 205 

classification process. 206 

Some researchers have also previously reported that SEC was a model of energy 207 

consumption from a certain perspective [41]. Because the SEC includes a mapping relationship 208 

between energy consumption during certain classification work processes, so its value can not only 209 

compare energy efficiency differences from the same machining process and different processing 210 

parameters but can also reflect energy intensity and productivity differences in different machining 211 

processes [42]. Therefore, even though some SEC models are not accurate enough and the relevant 212 

parameters are complex, the concept is easy to understand and calculate. Therefore according to 213 

[43] that the application is very general. 214 

 215 

3.4. Distribution of Classification Results  216 

The distribution of classification results in each siever was a comparison between the 217 

classification results in each siever and the total weight of the material being fed. The percentage 218 

of beans in each sifting was largely determined by the sieves angle and the rotational speed of the 219 

driving force (Figure 3). At the same sifting angle, the higher the rotational speed of the driving 220 

force, the less the numbers of beans are retained. This happens because the coffee beans are 221 

slipping more easily into the siever so that the number of beans that are retained was also getting 222 

smaller. 223 

 224 
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 225 

Figure 3. Distribution of retained coffee beans in each sieves unit. 226 

 227 

The observations show that at a sieves angle of 10° and a rotational speed of driving force 228 

31.41 rpm the number of beans held in the first sieve was 82.14%, while at a rotational speed of 229 

driving force 65.88 and 91.07 rpm the number of beans retained was 77.65% and 63.54%, 230 

respectively. The same trend occurs at the sieves angle of 13° and 16° (Figure 3). This result is in 231 

line with the research report by Gunathilake et al. [21] that the best classifier working conditions 232 

are those that give the smallest seed size distribution deviation compared to the seed size 233 

distribution obtained from manually graded beans. 234 

 235 

3.5. Classification Electivity 236 

3.5.1. The First Sieves 237 

The first sieve is a retained collection of seeds with a diameter greater than 7.5 mm. The 238 

classification results show that the distribution of coffee beans retained in the first sieve with a 239 

rotational speed of 91.07 rpm and a sifting angle of 10° obtained 82.14% of coffee beans larger 240 

than 7.5 mm, whereas at the rotational speed of the driving force 65.88 and 31.41 rpm the 241 
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percentages of coffee beans were 77.65% and 63.54%, respectively (Figure 4). This data shows 242 

that at the sifting angle of 10° and the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm the 243 

percentage of the number of coffee beans that have a diameter smaller than the diameter of the 7.5 244 

mm sieves hole is 17.86%. The higher the rotation speed of the driving force, the percentage of 245 

the number of coffee beans that have a diameter smaller than 7.5 mm is also greater. The same 246 

thing was also shown from the test results at the rotational speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 247 

31.41 rpm was 15.21 and 2.65%, respectively. 248 

 249 

Figure 4. Distribution of coffee beans that pass through the first sieve. 250 

 251 

3.5.2. The Second Sieves 252 

The second sieve is a retained collection of beans with a diameter smaller than 7.5 and greater 253 

than 6.5 mm. The classification results show that the distribution of coffee beans retained in the 254 

second sieve at the rotation speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and 10° sieves angle was 255 

77.14%, while at the rotation speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm, 16.21% and 256 

6.65%, respectively (Figure 5). This data shows that at a sieves angle of 10° and the rotation speed 257 

of the driving force of 91.07 rpm there are 22.86% of coffee beans, which have a diameter between 258 
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6.5 to 7.5 mm. The faster the rotation of the driving force, the percentage of coffee beans that have 259 

a smaller diameter of beans than 6.5 mm are also getting bigger. The same thing was also obtained 260 

from the test results on the rotation speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm was 16.21% 261 

and 6.65%, respectively. 262 

 263 

Figure 5. Distribution of coffee beans that pass through the second sieve. 264 

 265 

3.5.3. The Third Sieves 266 

The third sieve was a retained collection of beans with a diameter smaller than 5.5 mm. The 267 

classification results show that the distribution of coffee beans held in the third sieve at the rotation 268 

speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and 10° sieves angle was 67.34%, while at the rotation 269 

speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm obtained 18.21% and 14.45%, respectively 270 

(Figure 6). This data shows that at a sieves angle of 10° and the rotation speed of the driving force 271 

of 91.07 rpm as much as 32.66% of coffee beans have a smaller bean diameter than the sieves hole 272 

diameter of 5.5 mm. The faster the rotation speed of the driving force, the percentage of coffee 273 

beans that have a bean diameter smaller than 5.5 mm is also getting bigger. Some previous research 274 

results also show the same trend data, as reported by [21]  that the rotational speed of 15 rpm and 275 
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the sieves angle of 3° to the horizontal axis of the cylinder produces the highest performance was 276 

93.46%. 277 

 278 

Figure 6. Distribution of coffee beans that pass the third sieve. 279 

 280 

3.5.4. The Efficiency of Classification 281 

The efficiency of classification are calculated by comparing the actual capacity of the engine 282 

with the theoretical capacity of the engine. The actual capacity of the classifier was the ability of 283 

the classifier to do classification within a certain time interval. Based on the calculation of the 284 

actual capacity of 16.5 kg/h and the theoretical capacity value of 18 kg/h, the efficiency of the 285 

classifier was 91.67%. This value indicates the efficiency of the classifier was already high, but 286 

still needs to be improved. To increase of the efficiency of classification, it needs to be increased 287 

by increasing the rotational speed of the driving force based on the Indonesian National Standard 288 

(INS). 289 

The energy efficiency was the ratio between performance and energy input. The energy 290 

efficiency has a specific application definition for each different condition, but the most commonly 291 

used is a thermodynamic perspective that uses the ratio of product output and total energy input 292 
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[44]. Due to the complexity of the function of classifier tools, according to [41], the definition of 293 

energy efficiency was not clear so far and there are an amount of energy efficiency evaluation 294 

indicators that can be used for various classifier tools. 295 

 296 

4. Conclusion 297 

The working capacity of a classifier was largely determined by the rotational speed of the 298 

driving force and the sieves angle. The greater the rotational speed of the driving force and the 299 

sieves angle, the higher the working capacity of the engine. The best classification operating 300 

conditions was found at the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and a sieves angle 301 

of 16° with a classifier working capacity produced 38.27 kg/h. The distribution of beans held in 302 

the first, second, and third sieve was 56.77 each; 28.12; 15.11%, respectively. Efficiency using 303 

classifier was found at the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and a sieves angle of 304 

16° was 91.67%. To produce high engine working capacity, a high-speed driving force was also 305 

needed. The power generated by the driving force increases with the increased rotation of the 306 

driving force. This classifier was feasible to be applied to improve the process of classifying coffee 307 

beans. 308 
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Response to Reviewer 1 Comments 
 
 
Point 1: The research paper is not appropriate, in this form, for publication. The explanation 
of the aim of the research, the research procedure, and the statistical approach is missed (for 
example, describe which parameter explains better the bean classifier, and the statistical 
difference for the different settings). There is a lack of scientific and critical comments on the 
results. The article in this form appears more like a technical report. 
 
Response 1:  
The research objectives have been well explained on page 2. Likewise, the research procedures 
have been explained on pages 3 and 4. The parameter that describes a good classification is 
equation (5). The research results have also been improved so that they are no longer similar 
to technical reports. 
 



Response to Reviewer 2 Comments 

1. The research experiment should be presented to a greater extent. 
2. What number of samples were in the experiment, measurement time. 
3. What standards were used, e.g. for moisture. 
4. More information about the grain diameter - whether it is the maximum diameter, which 

dimension. The coffee bean does not have the shape of a ball. 
5. I would suggest adding information about the physical properties of the tested grain. 
6. Why was the grain quality, damage not also analyzed. 
7. On the basis of what the research parameters were determined, the ranges, why only 

three speed levels and the slope of the sieves angle were investigated. 
8. What were the grain densities. 
9. The obtained results should be analyzed for variance, significance of differences, and 

standard deviation. 
10. Are the regression coefficients statistically significant. 
11. In Table 1, R2 means the coefficient of determination, not the correlation coefficient. 
12. Line 138. The sentence the higher the R2 value means that there is a close relationship 
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authors. 
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11. Yes, that's right, the coefficient of determination (R2), not the correlation coefficient. 
Have been revised on page 4. 

12. Line 138 has been revised. 
13. Some relevant research results have been added. 
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Design and performance test of the coffee bean classifier 2 
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Abstract: Nowadays, some coffee production centers are still classification manually, so it requires 9 

a very long time, a lot of labor, and expensive operational costs. Therefore, the purpose of this re-10 

search was to design and performance of the coffee bean classifier that can accelerate the process of 11 

classification beans. The classifier used consists of three main parts, namely the frame, driving force, 12 

and sieves. Research parameters include classifier work capacity, power, specific energy, classifica-13 

tion distribution and effectiveness, and efficiency. The results showed that the best operating con-14 

ditions of the coffee bean classifier was found at a rotational speed of 91.07 rpm and a 16° sieves 15 

angle with a classifier working capacity of 38.27 kg/h, the distribution of the seeds retained in the 16 

first sieve was 56.77 %, the second sieves was 28.12%, and the third sieves was 15.11%. The efficiency 17 

of using a classifier was found at a rotating speed of 91.07 rpm and a sieves angle of 16°. This clas-18 

sifier was simple in design, easy to operate, and can sort coffee beans into three classification, 19 

namely small, medium, and large. 20 

Keywords: classifier; coffee beans; efficiency; specific energy; sieves 21 

 22 

1. Introduction 23 

Coffee is a beverage that has a distinctive taste and aroma, so it is in demand by 24 

many people throughout the world [1,2]. Coffee contains many bioactive compounds 25 

such as caffeine, chromogenic acid, and diterpenoid alcohol, which are beneficial to health 26 

[3-5]. Also, coffee contains macronutrients such as carbohydrates, proteins, fats, and 27 

micronutrients such as trigonelline and chromogenic acid as a source of natural 28 

antioxidants [6-8]. 29 

Many factors determine the quality and price of coffee [9,10], one of which is the 30 

uniform size of the diameter of the beans [11,12]. Uniformity of size not only makes the 31 

product more attractive to consumers but also can improve the quality of subsequent 32 

processing [13,14]. The smallest seed size tends to burn excessively when roasting, while 33 

the largest tends to be undercooked which can affect the taste and aroma [15]. Therefore, 34 

before marketing the coffee beans must be graded to determine the classification based 35 

on the size of the diameter of the seeds and separate the broken, moldy, or germinated 36 

seeds [16,17]. 37 

In general farmers, collectors, and retailers market coffee beans without 38 

classification because their time is limited to classification [18,19]. According to Vogt [20], 39 

the process of classification coffee beans in several coffee production centers is still done 40 

manually, so it requires a very long time, a lot of labor, and expensive operational costs. 41 
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The use of human labor for classification also has drawbacks, such as judgments that are subjective and inconsistent 42 

with the object being assessed [21,22]. Coffee beans with a high degree of diameter difference require a long 43 

classification process [23,24]. Adhikari et al. [25] also explained that coffee bean classifiers on the market were generally 44 

only used as the initial classification process, so that continued manual classification was still needed as the final stage 45 

of the classification process. 46 

The coffee bean classifier, which has been widely circulating in the market today, is a type of sifter [26,27]. This 47 

classifier is equipped with a blower to blow air. Classification containers are round, rectangular, or triangular [28]. The 48 

mechanism of movement of the classifier can be divided into three types, namely stationary, rotating, and vibrating [29]. 49 

A stationary type classifier is generally used to separate seeds with a diameter of 1.27-10.16 cm. The rotating type 50 

classifier has several sieves with different hole diameters. The vibrating type-classifier is mechanically driven from 51 

electrical energy to the frame, then proceeds to the sieves section [30,31]. 52 

The effectiveness of a good working classifier is to produce a coffee bean size distribution that is close to the 53 

distribution obtained manually [32]. According to Chanpaka et al. [33], the effectiveness of classifiers tends to be lower 54 

at high capacities, so it is necessary to choose the rotation speed of the driving force and sifting angle to produce high 55 

work capacity and uniform quality of results. 56 

Several researchers have previously implemented a coffee bean classifier using the principle of vibration to 57 

classify coffee beans [34,35]. However, these classifiers are generally not ergonomic because the design does not fit the 58 

dimensions of the worker's body size. Therefore, it is necessary to research the design and performance testing of the 59 

coffee bean classifier. The purpose of this research is to develop designs and test the performance of coffee bean classifier 60 

that can accelerate the process of classification beans. The results of this study are expected to be used as information 61 

and operational guidelines for coffee processing to obtain optimal quality coffee classification. 62 

2. Materials and Methods 63 

2.1. Material and Tools 64 

The material used was dried Robusta coffee beans obtained from farmers in Tanjung, North Lombok Regency, 65 

West Nusa Tenggara Province. These skinless coffee beans have a moisture content between 12-15% and a diameter 66 

ranging from 4-8 mm. The equipment used was a modified flat-type coffee bean classifier (Figure 1), tachometer, and 67 

analytical scales. 68 
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 69 

Figure 1. Design layout (A) and (B) beans coffee classifier. 70 

Annotation: 71 

1. Feed hopper 72 

2. Frame  73 

3. Output hopper 74 

4. Classification chamber 75 

5. Output  76 

6. Electric motor drive 77 

7. Pulley 78 

8. V-belt 79 

This classifier has three main parts, namely the frame, driving force, and sieves (Figure 1). The engine frame is 80 

made of angle iron with a size of 0.4 x 0.4 mm with a thickness of 0.04 mm. The frame has a height of 1300 mm, a length 81 

of 700 mm, a width of 290 mm, and a width of 700 mm below. Sieve units are rectangular with length, width, and 82 

thickness of each unit each were 440, 290, and 30 mm. The sieve wall is made of 30 mm thick wood, and each corner is 83 

connected with a 30 mm aluminum plate. The first, second, and third sieve each has a diameter of 7.5, 6.5, and 5.5 mm. 84 

The driving force to vibrate the sieves component is a 1 HP electric motor. The power transmission system from 85 

the driving force to the classification engine shaft uses a pulley and V-belt system. The power transmission system from 86 

the pulley to the sieve shaft becomes vibration using a direct power transmission system. 87 

 88 

2.2. Research Procedure 89 

The study was conducted with two types of treatment variations, namely the rotational speed of the driving force 90 

and the sieves angle. The rotational speed of the driving force consists of 3 levels, namely 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm. 91 

Variations in the rotational speed of this driving power are generated by regulating the input power of the electric 92 

motor using a regulator. Meanwhile, the slope of the sieves angle consists of three levels, namely 10, 13, and 16°. The 93 
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variation of the tilt angle was obtained by adjusting the position of the two ends of the sieve. Each treatment was 94 

repeated three times. For control, manually classification coffee beans. 95 

 96 

2.3. Research Parameters 97 

The parameters measured include classifier work capacity, power, specific energy, classification distribution, 98 

classification effectiveness, and classifier efficiency. There are two types of engine working capacity, namely theoretical 99 

and actual. The theoretical capacity was calculated by the equation: 100 

𝑀𝑐𝑇 = 60 𝑉 𝜌 𝑛 (1) 101 

where, McT = classifier capacity of theories (kg/h), V = volume classification (m3), ρ = beans densities (kg/m3), n = 102 

rotational speed of the driving force (rpm). 103 

The actual capacity was calculated by the equation: 104 

𝑀𝑐𝐴 =
𝑊𝑠

𝑡
 (2) 105 

where, McA = classifier capacity of actual (kg/h), Ws = weight seeds (kg), and t = time (h). 106 

Power was calculated by the equation: 107 

𝑃 =
2𝜋𝜔𝑛

60
 (3) 108 

where, P = Power (W), 𝜔 = torque moment (Nm), n = rotational speed of the driving force (rpm). 109 

Classification specific energy consumption was calculated by the equation: 110 

GSEC =
𝑃

𝑀𝑐𝐴
 (4) 111 

GSEC = Classification specific energy consumption (kJ/kg), P = Power (W), McA = classifier capacity of actual (kg/h) 112 

The distribution of classification results was calculated by the equation: 113 

𝐷𝑖𝑠 =
𝐺𝑠

𝑀𝑡
× 100% (5) 114 

where, Dis = classification distribution (%), Gs = classification siever (kg), Mt = total material (kg).  115 

The effectiveness of classification was calculated by the equation: 116 

𝐸𝑓𝑓 =  
𝑀𝑐𝑔

𝑀𝑛𝑔
  (6) 117 

where, Eff = effectiveness (%), Mcg = classifier classification (kg), manual classification (kg). 118 

The efficiency of the classifier was calculated by comparing theoretical capacity with actual capacity or with the equation: 119 

𝜂 =
𝑀𝑐𝑇

𝑀𝑐𝐴
  (7) 120 

where, 𝜂 = classifier efficiency (%), McT = classifier capacity of theories (kg/h), McA = classifier capacity of actual (kg/h). 121 

 122 

2.4. Data Analysis  123 

The data were analyzed using regression equations to determine the relationship between the rotational speed 124 

of the driving force and the angle of sieves as independent variables on the working capacity of the classifier, power, 125 

specific energy, distribution of classification results, classification effectiveness, and classification efficiency as the 126 

dependent variable. The closeness of the relationship was indicated by the coefficient of determination (R2). The higher 127 

the R2 value means that there is a close relationship between the independent and dependent variables [36]. 128 

 129 
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3. Results and Discussion 130 

3.1. Classifier Working Capacity 131 

The results showed that coffee beans that fell from the hopper to the filter will be separated based on the diameter 132 

of the beans. The results of the actual capacity test showed that at a sifting angle of 10° obtained the classifier working 133 

capacity at a rotary speed of 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm each was 35.51, 26.62, and 22.55 kg/h (Figure 2). For a sifting 134 

angle of 13°, the classifier working capacity at the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07; 65.88; and 31.41 rpm 135 

was 37.22, 28.21, and 23.45 kg/h, respectively. As for the sifting angle of 16°, the classifier working capacity at the 136 

rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm was 38.27, 29.86, and 25.87 kg/h, respectively. 137 

 138 

Figure 2. Relationship between the sifting angle and the rotational speed of the driving force on the classifier working 139 

capacity. 140 

 141 

The linear regression equation of the relationship between the rotational speed of the driving force and the sifting 142 

angle of the classifier working capacity was shown in Table 1. The equation applies to the driving force rotation range 143 

between 31.41 to 91.07 rpm. Based on the consideration of the comfort level of the engine, then the maximum driving 144 

force rotation that can be used was 91.07 rpm. 145 

 146 

Table 1. The linear regression equation of the relationship between the rotational speed of the driving force and the 147 

sieves angle of the classifier working capacity. 148 

No. Sieves angle Linear regression equation 
The correlation coefficient 

(R²) 

1 10° y = 6.6235x + 14.693 0.9432 

2 13° y = 6.8885x + 15.783 0.9721 

3 16° y = 6.1985x + 18.939 0.9593 

Notes: y = classifier capacity (kg/h) and x = the rotation speed of the driving force (rpm) 149 

 150 

The classifier working capacity was largely determined by the rotational speed of the driving force and the sieves 151 

angle. The greater the rotational speed of the driving force and the sieves angle, the higher the classifier working 152 

capacity (Figure 2). Conversely, the smaller the rotational speed of the driving force and the sieves angle, the lower the 153 
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classifier working capacity. This is thought to be due to the influence of the coffee bean slip style. A high slip force 154 

causes the seeds to slide down faster, so the chance to get into the sieves hole is also faster. This data is in line with the 155 

results of the study of Mofolasayo et al. [37] which reported that engine capacity is determined by the rotational speed 156 

of the driving force and the sieves angle. However, according to [38] that the use of sifting angles and the higher 157 

rotational speed of the driving force does not mean that the classifier provides work capacity with the best quality of 158 

the final product, but depends on the initial uniformity of the coffee beans to be graded. 159 

 160 

3.2. Power 161 

Power measurements are taken when there is a load using a clamp meter. The actual power at the rotational 162 

speed of the driving force 31.41 rpm was an average of 15 Watt, while the rotational speed of the driving force of 65.88 163 

and 91.07 rpm are 17 and 20 Watt, respectively. This data shows that the higher the rotational speed of the driving force, 164 

the greater the classifier power. The same data has been reported by [39] that engine power at a rotational speed of 400 165 

rpm has an average value of 87.5 Watts, while at a speed of 800 rpm the required power was 133.4 Watt. 166 

Linear regression analysis obtained the equation of the relationship between the rotational speed of the driving 167 

force with power (y): 168 

y = 6.48x + 15.267 (8) 169 

R² = 0.9559 170 

The equation 8 only can be applied to the rotational speed of the driving force between 31.41-91.07 rpm. It showed 171 

that the higher the rotational speed of the driving force, the greater the power needed. A large classifier working 172 

capacity requires a high rotational speed of the driving force as well. The use of electrical energy can be greater with 173 

the higher rotational speed of the driving force. To follow the requirements of the International Energy Agency by using 174 

less energy input but getting the same quality [40], it is necessary to redesign this classifier. 175 

 176 

3.3. Specific Energy Consumption 177 

Specific energy consumption (SEC) was the energy needed to do coffee bean classification which can be calculated 178 

by dividing the power needed for the classification process by the actual capacity of the classifier. Based on the 179 

calculation results obtained specific energy classification of 135 kJ/kg. The SEC shows the level of efficiency and 180 

effectiveness of classification energy use based on inputs and outputs and its value is used to estimate energy 181 

consumption during the classification process. 182 

Some researchers have also previously reported that SEC was a model of energy consumption from a certain 183 

perspective [41]. Because the SEC includes a mapping relationship between energy consumption during certain 184 

classification work processes, so its value can not only compare energy efficiency differences from the same machining 185 

process and different processing parameters but can also reflect energy intensity and productivity differences in 186 

different machining processes [42]. Therefore, even though some SEC models are not accurate enough and the relevant 187 

parameters are complex, the concept is easy to understand and calculate. Therefore according to [43] that the application 188 

is very general. 189 

 190 

3.4. Distribution of Classification Results  191 

The distribution of classification results in each siever was a comparison between the classification results in each 192 

siever and the total weight of the material being fed. The percentage of beans in each sifting was largely determined by 193 

the sieves angle and the rotational speed of the driving force (Figure 3). At the same sifting angle, the higher the 194 
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rotational speed of the driving force, the less the numbers of beans are retained. This happens because the coffee beans 195 

are slipping more easily into the siever so that the number of beans that are retained was also getting smaller. 196 

 197 

 198 

Figure 3. Distribution of retained coffee beans in each sieves unit. 199 

 200 

The observations show that at a sieves angle of 10° and a rotational speed of driving force 31.41 rpm the number 201 

of beans held in the first sieve was 82.14%, while at a rotational speed of driving force 65.88 and 91.07 rpm the number 202 

of beans retained was 77.65% and 63.54%, respectively. The same trend occurs at the sieves angle of 13° and 16° (Figure 203 

3). This result is in line with the research report by Gunathilake et al. [21] that the best classifier working conditions are 204 

those that give the smallest seed size distribution deviation compared to the seed size distribution obtained from 205 

manually graded beans. 206 

 207 

3.5. Classification Electivity 208 

3.5.1. The First Sieves 209 

The first sieve is a retained collection of seeds with a diameter greater than 7.5 mm. The classification results 210 

show that the distribution of coffee beans retained in the first sieve with a rotational speed of 91.07 rpm and a sifting 211 

angle of 10° obtained 82.14% of coffee beans larger than 7.5 mm, whereas at the rotational speed of the driving force 212 

65.88 and 31.41 rpm the percentages of coffee beans were 77.65% and 63.54%, respectively (Figure 4). This data shows 213 

that at the sifting angle of 10° and the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm the percentage of the number 214 

of coffee beans that have a diameter smaller than the diameter of the 7.5 mm sieves hole is 17.86%. The higher the 215 

rotation speed of the driving force, the percentage of the number of coffee beans that have a diameter smaller than 7.5 216 

mm is also greater. The same thing was also shown from the test results at the rotational speed of the driving force of 217 

65.88 and 31.41 rpm was 15.21 and 2.65%, respectively. 218 
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 219 

Figure 4. Distribution of coffee beans that pass through the first sieve. 220 

 221 

3.5.2. The Second Sieves 222 

The second sieve is a retained collection of beans with a diameter smaller than 7.5 and greater than 6.5 mm. The 223 

classification results show that the distribution of coffee beans retained in the second sieve at the rotation speed of the 224 

driving force of 91.07 rpm and 10° sieves angle was 77.14%, while at the rotation speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 225 

31.41 rpm, 16.21% and 6.65%, respectively (Figure 5). This data shows that at a sieves angle of 10° and the rotation speed 226 

of the driving force of 91.07 rpm there are 22.86% of coffee beans, which have a diameter between 6.5 to 7.5 mm. The 227 

faster the rotation of the driving force, the percentage of coffee beans that have a smaller diameter of beans than 6.5 mm 228 

are also getting bigger. The same thing was also obtained from the test results on the rotation speed of the driving force 229 

of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm was 16.21% and 6.65%, respectively. 230 

 231 

Figure 5. Distribution of coffee beans that pass through the second sieve. 232 

 233 

3.5.3. The Third Sieves 234 

The third sieve was a retained collection of beans with a diameter smaller than 5.5 mm. The classification results 235 

show that the distribution of coffee beans held in the third sieve at the rotation speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm 236 

and 10° sieves angle was 67.34%, while at the rotation speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm obtained 18.21% 237 

and 14.45%, respectively (Figure 6). This data shows that at a sieves angle of 10° and the rotation speed of the driving 238 
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force of 91.07 rpm as much as 32.66% of coffee beans have a smaller bean diameter than the sieves hole diameter of 5.5 239 

mm. The faster the rotation speed of the driving force, the percentage of coffee beans that have a bean diameter smaller 240 

than 5.5 mm is also getting bigger. Some previous research results also show the same trend data, as reported by [21]  241 

that the rotational speed of 15 rpm and the sieves angle of 3° to the horizontal axis of the cylinder produces the highest 242 

performance was 93.46%. 243 

 244 

Figure 6. Distribution of coffee beans that pass the third sieve. 245 

 246 

3.5.4. The Efficiency of Classification 247 

The efficiency of classification are calculated by comparing the actual capacity of the engine with the theoretical 248 

capacity of the engine. The actual capacity of the classifier was the ability of the classifier to do classification within a 249 

certain time interval. Based on the calculation of the actual capacity of 16.5 kg/h and the theoretical capacity value of 18 250 

kg/h, the efficiency of the classifier was 91.67%. This value indicates the efficiency of the classifier was already high, but 251 

still needs to be improved. To increase of the efficiency of classification, it needs to be increased by increasing the 252 

rotational speed of the driving force based on the Indonesian National Standard (INS). 253 

The energy efficiency was the ratio between performance and energy input. The energy efficiency has a specific 254 

application definition for each different condition, but the most commonly used is a thermodynamic perspective that 255 

uses the ratio of product output and total energy input [44]. Due to the complexity of the function of classifier tools, 256 

according to [41], the definition of energy efficiency was not clear so far and there are an amount of energy efficiency 257 

evaluation indicators that can be used for various classifier tools. 258 

4. Conclusions 259 

The working capacity of a classifier was largely determined by the rotational speed of the driving force and the 260 

sieves angle. The greater the rotational speed of the driving force and the sieves angle, the higher the working capacity 261 

of the engine. The best classification operating conditions was found at the rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07 262 

rpm and a sieves angle of 16° with a classifier working capacity produced 38.27 kg/h. The distribution of beans held in 263 

the first, second, and third sieve was 56.77 each; 28.12; 15.11%, respectively. Efficiency using classifier was found at the 264 

rotational speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and a sieves angle of 16° was 91.67%. To produce high engine working 265 

capacity, a high-speed driving force was also needed. The power generated by the driving force increases with the 266 

increased rotation of the driving force. This classifier was feasible to be applied to improve the process of classifying 267 

coffee beans. 268 

 269 
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Abstract: Currently, some coffee production centers still perform classification manually, which
requires a very long time, a lot of labor, and expensive operational costs. Therefore, the purpose of
this research was to design and test the performance of a coffee bean classifier that can accelerate the
process of classifying beans. The classifier used consisted of three main parts, namely the frame, the
driving force, and sieves. The research parameters included classifier work capacity, power, specific
energy, classification distribution and effectiveness, and efficiency. The results showed that the best
operating conditions of the coffee bean classifier was a rotational speed of 91.07 rpm and a 16◦ sieve
angle with a classifier working capacity of 38.27 kg/h: the distribution of the seeds retained in the
first sieve was 56.77%, the second sieve was 28.12%, and the third sieve was 15.11%. The efficiency of
using a classifier was found at a rotating speed of 91.07 rpm and a sieve angle of 16◦. This classifier
was simple in design, easy to operate, and can sort coffee beans into three classifications, namely
small, medium, and large.

Keywords: classifier; coffee beans; efficiency; specific energy; sieves

1. Introduction

Coffee is a beverage that has a distinctive taste and aroma, so it is in demand by
many people throughout the world [1,2]. Coffee contains many bioactive compounds
such as caffeine, chromogenic acid, and diterpenoid alcohol, which are beneficial to
health [3–5]. Additionally, coffee contains macronutrients such as carbohydrates, pro-
teins, fats, and micronutrients, such as trigonelline and chromogenic acid, as a source of
natural antioxidants [6–8].

Many factors determine the quality and price of coffee [9,10], one of which is the
uniform size of the diameter of the beans [11,12]. Uniformity of size not only makes the
product more attractive to consumers but can also improve the quality of subsequent
processing [13,14]. The smallest seed size tends to burn excessively when roasting, while
the largest tends to be undercooked which can affect the taste and aroma [15]. Therefore,
before marketing, the coffee beans must be graded to determine the classification based on
the size of the diameter of the seeds, and the broken, moldy, or germinated seeds must be
separated [16,17].

In general, farmers, collectors, and retailers market coffee beans without classification
because their time is limited for classification [18,19]. According to Vogt [20], the process of
classification of coffee beans is still conducted manually in several coffee production centers,
so it requires a very long time, a lot of labor, and expensive operational costs. The use of
human labor for classification also has drawbacks, such as judgments that are subjective
and inconsistent with the object being assessed [21,22]. Coffee beans with a high degree of
diameter difference require a long classification process [23,24]. Adhikari et al. [25] also
explained that coffee bean classifiers on the market were generally only used for the initial
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classification process, so that continued manual classification was still needed at the final
stage of the classification process.

The coffee bean classifier, which has been widely circulating in the market today, is
a type of sifter [26,27]. This classifier is equipped with a blower to blow air. Classifica-
tion containers are round, rectangular, or triangular [28]. The mechanism of movement
of the classifier can be divided into three types, namely stationary, rotating, and vibrat-
ing [29]. A stationary-type classifier is generally used to separate seeds with a diameter of
1.27–10.16 cm. The rotating type classifier has several sieves with different hole diameters.
The vibrating-type classifier is mechanically driven from electrical energy to the frame,
which then proceeds to the sieve section [30,31].

The effect of a well-working classifier is to produce a coffee bean size distribution that
is close to the distribution obtained manually [32]. According to Chanpaka et al. [33], the
effectiveness of classifiers tends to be lower at high capacities, so it is necessary to choose
the rotation speed of the driving force, and the sifting angle, to produce high work capacity
and uniform quality of results.

Several researchers have previously implemented a coffee bean classifier using the
principle of vibration to classify coffee beans [34,35]. However, these classifiers are generally
not ergonomic because the design does not fit the dimensions of the worker’s body size.
Therefore, it is necessary to research the design and performance testing of the coffee bean
classifier. The purpose of this research is to develop designs and test the performance of
a coffee bean classifier that can accelerate the process of classifying beans. The results of
this study are expected to be used as information and operational guidelines for coffee
processing to obtain optimal quality coffee classification.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material and Tools

The material used was dried Robusta coffee beans obtained from farmers in Tanjung,
North Lombok Regency, West Nusa Tenggara Province, Indonesia. These skinless coffee
beans have a moisture content between 12 and 15% and a diameter ranging from 4 to 8 mm.
The equipment used was a modified flat-type coffee bean classifier (Figure 1), tachometer,
and analytical scales.
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Annotation:

1. Feed hopper
2. Frame
3. Output hopper
4. Classification chamber
5. Output
6. Electric motor drive
7. Pulley
8. V-belt

This classifier had three main parts, namely the frame, driving force, and sieves
(Figure 1). The engine frame was made of angle iron with a size of 0.4 × 0.4 mm and a
thickness of 0.04 mm. The frame had a height of 1300 mm, a length of 700 mm, a width of
290 mm, and a width of 700 mm below. The sieve units were rectangular with length, width,
and thickness of each unit being 440, 290, and 30 mm, respectively. The sieve wall was
made of 30 mm thick wood, and each corner was connected with a 30 mm aluminum plate.
The first, second, and third sieve each had a diameter of 7.5, 6.5, and 5.5 mm, respectively.

The driving force to vibrate the sieves component was a 1 HP electric motor. The
power transmission system from the driving force to the classification engine shaft used
a pulley and V-belt system. The power transmission system from the pulley to the sieve
shaft created vibration using a direct power transmission system.

2.2. Research Procedure

The study was conducted with two types of treatment variations, namely the rotational
speed of the driving force and the sieve angle. The rotational speed of the driving force
consists of 3 levels, namely 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm. Variations in the rotational speed
of this driving power are generated by regulating the input power of the electric motor
using a regulator. Meanwhile, the slope of the sieve angle consists of three levels, namely
10, 13, and 16◦. The variation of the tilt angle was obtained by adjusting the position of
the two ends of the sieve. Each treatment was repeated three times. For control, coffee
beans were manually classified. The number of samples in each experiment was 3 kg. Each
experiment was repeated 3 times. The diameter of the coffee beans measured was the
average diameter in an upright position based on the influence of the earth’s gravity.

2.3. Research Parameters

The parameters measured included classifier work capacity, power, specific energy,
classification distribution, classification effectiveness, and classifier efficiency. There are
two types of engine working capacity, namely theoretical and actual. The theoretical
capacity was calculated by the equation:

McT = 60 V ρ n (1)

where McT = classifier capacity of theoretic (kg/h), V = volume classification (m3), ρ = beans
densities (kg/m3), n = rotational speed of the driving force (rpm).

The actual capacity was calculated by the equation:

McA =
Ws

t
(2)

where McA = classifier capacity of actual (kg/h), Ws = seeds weight (kg), and t = time (h).
Power was calculated by the equation:

P =
2πωn

60
(3)

where P = Power (W), ω = torque moment (Nm), n = rotational speed of the driving
force (rpm).
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Classification specific energy consumption was calculated by the equation:

GSEC =
P

McA
(4)

where GSEC = Classification specific energy consumption (kJ/kg), P = Power (W),
McA = classifier capacity of actual (kg/h).

The distribution of classification results was calculated by the equation:

Dis =
Gs
Mt

× 100% (5)

where Dis = classification distribution (%), Gs = classification sieve (kg), Mt = total material (kg).
The effectiveness of classification was calculated by the equation:

E f f =
Mcg
Mng

(6)

where Eff = effectiveness (%), Mcg = classifier classification (kg), manual classification (kg).
The efficiency of the classifier was calculated by comparing theoretical capacity with

actual capacity, or with the equation [36]:

η =
McT
McA

(7)

where η = classifier efficiency (%), McT = classifier capacity of theoretic (kg/h), McA = clas-
sifier capacity of actual (kg/h).

2.4. Data Analysis

The data were analyzed using regression equations to determine the relationship
between the rotational speed of the driving force and the angle of sieves as independent
variables on the working capacity of the classifier; power, specific energy, distribution of
classification results, classification effectiveness, and efficiency as the dependent variables.
The closeness of the relationship was indicated by the coefficient of determination (R2).
A high R2 value means that there is a close relationship between the independent and
dependent variables.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Classifier Working Capacity

The results showed that coffee beans that fell from the hopper to the filter were
separated based on the diameter of the beans. With a sifting angle of 10◦, and with the
classifier working capacity at rotary speeds of 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm, the results of
the actual capacity test were 35.51, 26.62, and 22.55 kg/h, respectively (Figure 2). For a
sifting angle of 13◦, the classifier working capacity at the rotational speeds of the driving
force of 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm gave results of 37.22, 28.21, and 23.45 kg/h, respectively.
As for the sifting angle of 16◦, and the classifier working capacity at the rotational speeds
of the driving force of 91.07, 65.88, and 31.41 rpm, the results were 38.27, 29.86, and
25.87 kg/h, respectively.

The linear regression equation of the relationship between the rotational speed of the
driving force and the sifting angle of the classifier working capacity is shown in Table 1.
The equation applies to the driving force rotation range between 31.41 to 91.07 rpm. Based
on the consideration of the comfort level of the engine, the maximum driving force rotation
that could be used was 91.07 rpm.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the sifting angle and the rotational speed of the driving force on the
classifier working capacity.

Table 1. The linear regression equation of the relationship between the rotational speed of the driving
force and the sieve angle of the classifier working capacity.

No. Sieve Angle Linear Regression Equation the Coefficient of
Determination (R2)

1 10◦ y = 6.6235x + 14.693 0.9432
2 13◦ y = 6.8885x + 15.783 0.9721
3 16◦ y = 6.1985x + 18.939 0.9593

Notes: y = classifier capacity (kg/h) and x = the rotation speed of the driving force (rpm).

The classifier working capacity was largely determined by the rotational speed of the
driving force and the sieve angle. The greater the sieve angle and rotational speed of the
driving force, the higher the classifier working capacity (Figure 2). Conversely, the smaller
the sieve angle and rotational speed of the driving force, the lower the classifier working
capacity. This is thought to be due to the influence of the coffee bean slip style. A high slip
force causes the seeds to slide down faster, so getting into the sieve hole is also faster. This
data is in line with the results of the study by Mofolasayo et al. [37], which reported that
engine capacity is determined by the rotational speed of the driving force and the sieve
angle. However, according to Olukunle and Akinnuli [38], the use of sifting angles and
higher rotational speed of the driving force does not mean that the classifier provides work
capacity with the best quality of final product, but depends on the initial uniformity of the
coffee beans to be graded.

3.2. Power

Power measurements are taken when there is a load, using a clamp meter. The actual
power at the rotational speed of the driving force 31.41 rpm was an average of 15 Watts,
while the rotational speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 91.07 rpm was 17 and 20 Watts,
respectively. This data shows that the higher the rotational speed of the driving force,
the greater the classifier power. The same data has been reported by Qian et al. [39]: that
engine power at a rotational speed of 400 rpm has an average value of 87.5 Watts, while at
a speed of 800 rpm the required power was 133.4 Watts.

Linear regression analysis obtained the equation of the relationship between the
rotational speed of the driving force with power (y):

y = 6.48x + 15.267
R2 = 0.9559

(8)
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The Equation (8) can only be applied to the rotational speed of the driving force
between 31.41 and 91.07 rpm. It showed that the higher the rotational speed of the driving
force, the greater the power needed. A large classifier working capacity requires a high
rotational speed of the driving force as well. The use of electrical energy can be greater
with the higher rotational speed of the driving force. To follow the requirements of the
International Energy Agency by using less energy input but obtaining the same quality [40],
it is necessary to redesign this classifier.

3.3. Specific Energy Consumption

Specific energy consumption (SEC) was the energy needed to do coffee bean classifica-
tion which can be calculated by dividing the power needed for the classification process by
the actual capacity of the classifier. Based on the calculation results obtained, the specific
energy classification was 135 kJ/kg. The SEC shows the level of efficiency and effectiveness
of classification energy use based on inputs and outputs, and its value is used to estimate
energy consumption during the classification process.

Some researchers have also previously reported that SEC was a model of energy con-
sumption from a certain perspective [41]. Because the SEC includes a mapping relationship
between energy consumption during certain classification work processes, its value can not
only compare energy efficiency differences from the same machining process and different
processing parameters, but can also reflect energy intensity and productivity differences in
different machining processes [42]. Therefore, even though some SEC models are not accu-
rate enough and the relevant parameters are complex, the concept is easy to understand
and calculate. Therefore, according to Ma et al. [43], the application is very general.

3.4. Distribution of Classification Results

The distribution of classification results in each sieve was a comparison between the
classification results in each sieve and the total weight of the material being fed. The
percentage of beans in each sifting was largely determined by the sieve angle and the
rotational speed of the driving force (Figure 3). At the same sifting angle, the higher
the rotational speed of the driving force, the fewer the number of beans retained. This
happened because the coffee beans were slipping more easily into the sieve, so that the
number of beans retained was also decreasing.
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Figure 3. Distribution of retained coffee beans in each sieve unit.

The observations show that at a sieve angle of 10◦ and a rotational speed of driving
force of 31.41 rpm, the number of beans held in the first sieve was 82.14%, while at a
rotational speed of driving force of 65.88 and 91.07 rpm, the number of beans retained
was 77.65% and 63.54%, respectively. The same trend occurred at the sieve angle of 13◦
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and 16◦ (Figure 3). This result is in line with the research report by Gunathilake et al. [21]
that states that the best classifier working conditions are those that give the smallest seed
size distribution deviation compared to the seed size distribution obtained from manually
graded beans.

3.5. Classification Electivity
3.5.1. The First Sieve

The first sieve retained a collection of seeds with a diameter greater than 7.5 mm. The
classification results show that the distribution of coffee beans retained in the first sieve,
with a rotational speed of 91.07 rpm and a sifting angle of 10◦, obtained 82.14% of coffee
beans larger than 7.5 mm, whereas at the rotational speed of the driving force of 65.88 and
31.41 rpm, the percentages of coffee beans retained were 77.65% and 63.54%, respectively
(Figure 4). This data shows that at the sifting angle of 10◦ and the rotational speed of the
driving force of 91.07 rpm, the percentage of coffee beans that had a diameter smaller than
the diameter of the 7.5 mm sieve hole was 17.86%. The higher the rotation speed of the
driving force, the higher the percentage of the number of coffee beans with a diameter
smaller than 7.5 mm. The same thing was also shown from the test results at the rotational
speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm: 15.21 and 2.65%, respectively.
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Figure 4. Distribution of coffee beans that pass through the first sieve.

3.5.2. The Second Sieve

The second sieve retained a collection of beans with a diameter smaller than 7.5 and
greater than 6.5 mm. The classification results show that the distribution of coffee beans
retained in the second sieve at the rotation speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and a
sieve angle of 10◦ was 77.14%, while at the rotation speed of the driving force of 65.88 and
31.41 rpm, it was 16.21% and 6.65%, respectively (Figure 5). This data shows that at a sieve
angle of 10◦ and a rotation speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm, there were 22.86% of
coffee beans with a diameter between 6.5 and 7.5 mm. The faster the rotation of the driving
force, the higher the percentage of coffee beans with a diameter smaller than 6.5 mm. The
same thing was also obtained from the test results on the rotation speed of the driving force
of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm: 16.21% and 6.65%, respectively.

3.5.3. The Third Sieve

The third sieve retained a collection of beans with a diameter smaller than 5.5 mm.
The classification results show that the distribution of coffee beans held in the third sieve at
the rotation speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and a sieve angle of 10◦ was 67.34%,
while at the rotation speed of the driving force of 65.88 and 31.41 rpm, it was 18.21% and
14.45%, respectively (Figure 6). This data shows that at a sieve angle of 10◦ and a rotation
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speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm, as much as 32.66% of coffee beans had a smaller
bean diameter than the sieve hole diameter of 5.5 mm. The faster the rotation speed of
the driving force, the higher the percentage of coffee beans with a bean diameter smaller
than 5.5 mm. Some previous research results also show the same trend data, as reported
by Gunathilake et al. [21]: the rotational speed of 15 rpm and the sieve angle of 3◦ to the
horizontal axis of the cylinder produces the highest performance of 93.46%.
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Figure 5. Distribution of coffee beans that pass through the second sieve.
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3.5.4. The Efficiency of Classification

The efficiency of classification was calculated by comparing the actual capacity of the
engine with the theoretical capacity of the engine. The actual capacity of the classifier was
the ability of the classifier to do classification within a certain time interval. Based on the
calculation of the actual capacity of 16.5 kg/h and the theoretical capacity value of 18 kg/h,
the efficiency of the classifier was 91.67%. This value indicates that the efficiency of the
classifier was already high, but still needs to be improved. To increase the efficiency of
classification, the rotational speed of the driving force needs to be increased based on the
Indonesian National Standard (INS).

The energy efficiency was the ratio between performance and energy input. The
energy efficiency has a specific application definition for each different condition, but the
definition most commonly used is a thermodynamic perspective that uses the ratio of
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product output to total energy input [44]. Due to the complexity of the function of classifier
tools, according to Zhou et al. [41], the definition of energy efficiency is not clear so far and
there is an amount of energy efficiency evaluation indicators that can be used for various
classifier tools.

4. Conclusions

The working capacity of a classifier was largely determined by the rotational speed
of the driving force and the sieve angle. The greater the rotational speed of the driving
force and the greater the sieve angle, the higher the working capacity of the engine. The
best classification operating conditions was found at the rotational speed of the driving
force of 91.07 rpm and a sieve angle of 16◦, with a produced classifier working capacity of
38.27 kg/h. The distribution of beans held in the first, second, and third sieve was 56.77,
28.12, and 15.11%, respectively. Efficiency using the classifier was found at the rotational
speed of the driving force of 91.07 rpm and a sieve angle of 16◦; it was 91.67%. To produce
high engine working capacity, a high-speed driving force was also needed. The power
generated by the driving force increases with the increased rotation of the driving force.
This classifier could feasibly be applied to improve the process of classifying coffee beans.
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